Jackson Enters President Race

The Washington Post Service

The Jackson Journal

The Jackson Journal, D. W. Grant, with a population of 4,500, is currently experiencing a crisis in its city government administration. Grant, a city that has a population of 10,000, is located in the state of Michigan. The city has been in financial trouble for several years, and the new administration is taking over from the previous administration, which was considered corrupt and inefficient.

Starting Monday

Privywords Contest Back

The Oklahoma Journal

The Oklahoma Journal, a daily newspaper in Oklahoma City, is featuring a word contest. Participants are asked to submit a word that starts with the letter "P". The word should be submitted by Friday, March 3rd. The winner will receive a prize.

Report Critical Of Indian Hospital

In dense woods and near the banks of the Missouri River, there is a hospital that is criticized for its poor conditions. The hospital is located in a remote area and is only accessible by boat or helicopter. The hospital is operated by a private company and has been under investigation for several years.

Inside News

The Oklahoma City Times

The Oklahoma City Times is featuring a series of articles on the current state of the city's healthcare system. The articles highlight the challenges faced by the city's hospitals and the efforts being made to improve them.

Two Confess To Slayings

By Steve Hoffman

The Oklahoma Journal

The Oklahoma Journal is reporting on two individuals who have confessed to a murder that took place in the city of Oklahoma City. The murder occurred on Monday, May 1st, and the suspects were arrested on Wednesday, May 3rd.

Grand Gesture Made

By Terry Mason

The Oklahoma Journal

The Oklahoma Journal is reporting on a gesture made by a local businessman who has given a large donation to a community organization. The gesture is part of a campaign to improve the city's public schools.

Two local restaurants have announced that they will be closed for the remainder of the week. The closure is due to a staffing shortage. The restaurants are located in the downtown area.

Council Races Draw Entries

By Terry Mason

The Oklahoma Journal

The Oklahoma Journal is reporting on the upcoming city council elections. Many candidates have already announced their intentions to run for office. The elections will take place in November.

Kerr-McGee

Sales Top $1.5 Billion

By Steve Hoffman

The Oklahoma Journal

The Oklahoma Journal is reporting on the financial results of Kerr-McGee Corporation. The company reported a record-breaking quarter with sales of $1.5 billion. The company's stock price has also risen significantly in recent months.
Hospital Offers County Plan For Indigent Care

Administrator Explains ‘Emergency’ Measures

Outstanding Offer
From Our February Furniture Event!

SAVE $23.84
$55 LIMIT 2 PER PERSON

Discover Room You Didn’t Know You Had With This Wishesle Studio Couch!

SEE AND HEAR WHAT GOD’S DOING TODAY!
Fellowship-Testimony Dinner
For Guest’s Silver Palm Room, Penn Square

Kermac

The World’s Largest Seller of Famous Brand Furniture
Weaver: 'Two Players Can’t Win The Pennant'

Market Experiences Second Heaviest Day Of Trading

Indiana’s Rating On Line

Injuries Have ‘Rained’ Down On Del Mat Men

Cage Ice Standings

Rose, Cincy Near Terms

Pokes Visit Texas Track

Chiefs Play Island Squad

Bears Swim To 9th Win
Boy, 14, Claimed By Long Illness

Longtime Preacher, 68, Dead

City Scene

Star Strike Meeting Today

Blood Pressure Tests Offered

Cerebral Palsy Session Sunday

Public Safety Display Saturday

Junior Achievement Fair Opening

Expert On Aging To Speak

Lawsuit Filed Over Check

War Acres Flood Policy OK'd

Cardiology College Names Cityman

Oil Fund Sharing Considered

Cold Grips U.S. Midsection

Strikers Hospitalized

NAACP Official Pushes Health Measure

Church Declared Historic

Intersection Crash Fatal

Boren Blocks Ouster Of Corrections Official

Agent Tells Of Confession

Chilly Day Experienced Over State

Police Free Man Held In Killing

Renewal Promises To Save Artifacts
Rest Of State Wheat May Go Overseas

By JOHN BROOKS
The Journal Biblical Times
There’s a good chance the rest of the state’s wheat crop will be exported, to keep prices up, for shipment overseas, said State Wheat, foreign trade specialist for the agency.

After studying the foreign market of the last few weeks, we have obtained the impression that the market is favorable for the export of wheat, said Ledwith.

The international market is at a premium for wheat, and this trend is expected to continue for the next several months. The export market is strong, and the demand for wheat is increasing. The international market is currently paying higher prices for wheat than the domestic market.

The state wheat crop is expected to be around 500,000 tons, with exports expected to be around 100,000 tons. The wheat will be primarily exported to Asian countries, particularly Japan and South Korea.

The international market is currently paying higher prices for wheat than the domestic market. The wheat will be primarily exported to Asian countries, particularly Japan and South Korea. The state wheat crop is expected to be around 500,000 tons, with exports expected to be around 100,000 tons. The wheat will be primarily exported to Asian countries, particularly Japan and South Korea.
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Attention GRANDPARENTS & PARENTS

THIS YEAR LET’S HAVE A BIG...

You’re the one who made me...sends you a little note or gift. BUT...there’s something special about receiving a present from a grandparent.

ATTENTION GRANDPARENTS & PARENTS

THUNDERDOME.R

SLEEP-AIRE

45th Anniversary

SALE

WHEN YOU KNOW YOU SAVED THIS MUCH...

YOU SLEEP A LOT BETTER

COMPARABLE QUALITY, PRICE-GUARANTEED

KING-SIZE 20 YEAR GUARANTEE

MATTRESSES & BOXSPRINGS

SALE PRICE $299.95

None

The market is currently paying higher prices for wheat than the domestic market. The wheat will be primarily exported to Asian countries, particularly Japan and South Korea. The state wheat crop is expected to be around 500,000 tons, with exports expected to be around 100,000 tons. The wheat will be primarily exported to Asian countries, particularly Japan and South Korea.
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